
 

Sometimes life is really unfair. Your laptop is a favorite outlet for your creative energy and it's been a faithful companion on all your travels, but one day it gets stolen from the train station, leaving you devastated. But this isn't the worst of your problems - you're in an international airport and need to find a way to get online so you can email your boss what happened and explain when you'll be back in
the office. You don't know anyone at this airport or speak any of their language so even if there was some internet cafe they might not understand what’s going on and give up their password! Fortunately, we're here to help with our list of helpful tips that will hopefully lead ... First, you should find out if there is free wi-fi available at the airport. Most major airports will have at least one place that has
free wi-fi for their passengers; many airports will even offer free wi-fi in the terminal buildings. Once you've found this area (you'll often notice it because there will be a lot of people using their laptops or typing on their mobile phones), ask the people sitting near the computers if they mind sharing their connection, if you can borrow their computer to send an email. If all goes well, you should now
be able to send your message and explain what happened. Another option is to buy a prepaid SIM card for your mobile phone. Affordable rates are available for the following countries: Prepaid SIM cards are different from normal SIM cards. You won't be able to use them on your phone until you have activated them, which will normally require entering a PIN. Once activated, you can use them on
any phone with a GSM mobile network. There is no downside to this solution, except that you'll need to carry around all your electronics while traveling internationally. 

The good news is that there are a lot of airports around the world with free wi-fi, so you shouldn’t have to worry about being without internet access while traveling. We hope this guide helps you get online when you need it most and makes the next few hours a little more pleasant. Instead of spending time in an airport terminal, why not venture outside to explore the city? Make sure to take a photo of
your stolen laptop and post it on social media - there's a chance someone might see it. You can also contact your service provider to ask if there's a way you could get a new laptop as soon as possible. This is a great way to show support for those whose laptops have been stolen, and at the same time it lets the thieves know they won’t be able to sell or use their computer. Don’t just replace your laptop at
airports either - check out the next article on how to replace a mobile phone battery when traveling for ideas on what to do next. 

If you’re still having problems getting online after following our guide, consider getting an international sim card for your phone.
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